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FOREWORD 
The work was performed by the CF6 Engineering Department of General El~c­
tric.'s Aircraft Engine Group, Aircraft Engine Engineering Division, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. The program was conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, Lewis Research Cf''1ter, Cleveland, Ohio, under Subtask 2.7 of the 
CF6 Jet Engine Performance Vl1.provement Program, Contract Number NAS3-20629. 
The Performance Improvement Program is part of the Engine Component Improvement 
(ECI) Project, which 'is part of the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) 
Program. The NASA Project Engineer for th~ Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) Active 
Clearance Control (ACC) Program was R. AntI. The program was initiated in 
October, 1978 and completed in June, 1981. 
The report \\yas prepared by B.D. Beck, Project Engineer and W.A. Fasching, 
General Electric Program Manager, with the assistance of T.A. Compton"S. Gau, 
S.B. Gorrepati, F. Harlin, J.L. Hobbs, A.W. Jorgensen, D.P. Leachman and 
L.E. McIntosh. 
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i 
As part of the NASA-sponsored Eel Program, a low pr~ssure turbine (LPT) 
active clearance control (ACe) cooling system has been developed to reduce the 
fuel consumption of current CF6-50 turbofan engines for wide-bodied commercial 
aircraft. Relative to the current production cooling system, the ACC cooling 
system reduces the airflow impinging on the LPT case during transient, takeoff 
and climbout, and descent conditions (creating ~,ncreased LPT rotor/stator 
clearances) and it increases the impingement airflow during cruise conditions 
{creating decreased LPT rotor/stator clearances}. The LPT performance improve-
ment program included design, analysis, manufacture, and component and engine 
testing of the ACC system hardware. 
The program performan~e improvement goal of 0.3 pe.rcent Asfc was deter-
mined to be achievable with an improved impingement cooling system. As a result 
of the technology demonstrated during this p!ogram, it is possible to design an 
optimized manifold and piping system which is capable of a perfor.mance gain 
of 0.45 percent Asfc. 
Application of a low pressure active clearance control system offers 
annual fuel savings of 78,500 to 175,000 liters (20,740 to 46,253 gals) which 
is dependent on the specific system design, the type of aircraft utilizing 
th~ system, and the aircraft mission range. 
I 
2 .0 ,.;;I.;.;,N',;.;1:R;,;.;O;.;,;;D..;;;,U.;;.,C';;;.:.;rI..Q! 
NlltLOlllll OIl~I,'gy d~lUll"d hn~ QUt:p~IC(!d dOlUe$tle supply cl;'cllting Ilt, incr:olllH!d 
li. S. dependence on foreisn oil. 'fhis inct"cllscd dependence ~IlS d ramllched by 
the OPEC oil clllbnt"go, in the ~ttltel' of 1973 to 1974. In udditioll, the elUb~lt'So 
Ct'iSscl,'cd U t"lll>idrisc in the cost of fuel which, :\long with the potential of 
further incrcnscs. brought: :about clHlngcs tn economic circumstances with (cglll.'d 
to the tHH~ of et\(~l·gy. 'thuse events., of course,. wel'e felt in the nit tr:uns-
PO\'C industl.')' us wet 1 Il~ ,Hiler forms of trntlsl>orl:ution. As:a rC!1ult of t:)U.HlC 
Q)(pedences, the Goverument, with the Slf..-IPOl;'t of the Jlvi~~don indllstry~ ini-
ti.nted pl'OS('~II\\S Ilimed :at both the su\>pLy nmi derettnd :1spects of the l)r:oblem. 
'fhe supply problem ia being invostignted by looking at increasing fuel nvuilM 
ttbility from slIch SOUl'Ct:HI us cout {tlld on shule. l~££Ol·ts lll'Q cUl.·l,·ellUy 1Il1der-
~n~ to di.)v~lo.p t!!n~in(1 cOl\\bustol~ und fllul systems thllt~i 11 llCCQpt fuels with 
brondel' specHicnt:lOl\s. 
Rudllcl.,t\ fuel consumpti.{H'I is thu (Jchu,,· llppcouch to d(!n1 with the Qvet:nll 
pl"oblell\. A long .... l·~lnge effort: to reduce fuel COllsulllpt:lon is to evolv~ new 
t.ochnology wh tell wtt l pernd, t dcv~11opmcl\t 0 f u I1\O~'U cmwSY effie ient tUl'bof~m 
or the lI!,\Q of II dtffercnt I)rol)uisivll cycle, such us II t:~Il·bopl.'op, .Althou~h 
studies huve. indicated lntgur:utlucti.OIHl 1\1 tuul lIsuSe nrc possible (e.g •• 15 
porcont to 40 percent), nny ai.snificllnt: impact of this approuch ia approxi~ 
1lI~ltuly 15 yeurs uwuy. 1tl the. tHHlI' 1.:01.'111, tho only pr{H~t::i.c~l propulsion 
~11)Pt:ouch ts to il1lprovu the fue t of; ftc i.eiley () f current Hnsines. Exumina.tiQn 
of: this {lp\)ro{lch hM lnd tented t:hnt n 5 percent fuel r~dllct ion [\0[&1 stul~ting 
1n th(l 1980 to 1982 t111\e period is ClHl:d.ble fo!,' C\.ll·l'ent comlUet'cial engines. 
'rhesQ Qngincs wll 1. cont.tnl.lQ to be sisni.Hcunt eucl users fot' the naxt 15 to 
20 yeRl:s., 
Accol:dlngly, NASA sponsored the Airc~uCt ~IlQt'gy lHHdtmcy (AClm) Pl'ogl'llIl1 
(bMud. on U c01l8t'essiollnl r.'{)qUQst) ~'d.ch wus dtrected {It l'educed fuel consulllp-
ti.Otl. of commel'ctnL nir tt:'tlllSPOt:'t$. Tho Kngiile COinpCH\ent 11llprovcI1\ent (I~Cl) l~l'()­
gl~HHI w:tti the (,1 \"ml'll tot t: Iw AGlm PI~t,)Si:'nlll d t t"l..'~ Ced n tl'n(\lIt' tng rllnl COll$llnlp t lOll 
of: ulIrtcot cOllllllcrciul ~rLrCl~nft tll'\stncs. 'J:hu ~Ct Progr.mn consiste.d of I:wo ~Hlrts: 
e"frine dttlgnos etca fit\d t>el'fC)l:lIIfincQ impt'ovelne.nt. 'the ens.lnQ diagnostics effort 
2 
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was to provide infonnation to i.:ii:otify the sources and causes of engine dete-
rioration. The performance improvement effort was directed at developing 
engine components having performance improvement and retention characteristics 
which could be incorporated into new prod~ction and exist ing engines. 
The performance improvement effort was initiated with a feasibility anal-
ysis which identified performance improvement concepts and then assessed the 
technical and economic merits of these concepts. This assessment included a 
determination of airline acceptability, the prob3bility of introducing the 
concepts into produc tion by the 1980 to 1982 time period, and their retrofit 
potential. The study was conducted in cooperation with Boeing and Douglas 
aircraft companies and American and United Air lines, and is reported in 
Reference 1. 
In the feasibility analysis, the Low Pressure Turbine Active Clearance 
Control Performance Improvement Program was selected for development and eval-
uation becaus~ of its fuel savings potent ial and attrac t iva airline payback 
period. The objective of the program t"las to develop technology and to verify 
the predicted fuel savings by engine tests. 
The Low Pressure Turbine Active Clearance Control Program was a 33-month 
effort that included design analysis, hardware manufacture, and component and 
engine testing. 
\ 
3 
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF LPT ACTIVE CLEARANC~ CONTROL (ACC) CONCEPT 
3.1 CURRENT CF6-SQ PRODUCTION LPT COOLING SYSTEM 
The c.urrent CF6-S0 low pressure turbine case I.S cooled by an externally 
!Dounted impingement manifold. Air is bled from the fan discharge flowpath 
via a flush inlet in the fan reverser wall and is piped to a plenum where the 
reverser interfaces ~ith the radial fire seal. 
Downstream of the plenum, the air enters another pipe (inside the core 
cowling) which mates with an engine pipe via a spring-loaded compression 
seal commonly referred to as the IIkissll seal. The engine pipe is plumbed 
to an inlet in the bottom half oC the LPT cooling manifold with the top and 
bottom halves interconnected via pipes mating in a slip joint. 
The manifold consists of a network of axial and circumferential tubes. 
The axial tubes distribute the air to the circumferential tubes (total of 7) 
which are axially spaced to impillge Hir on the exterior of the LPT ease 
nozz Ie and shroud IHlppor t hooks. 
The major elements of the cooting system are shown schematically on the 
CF6-S0 engine cross section in Figure 1, and the LPT manifold is illustrated 
in Fi~ure 2. 
The current LFT cooling manifold was designed to ensure adequate case 
Ii fe by reducing thermal gradients between the hooks and casing skin durillg 
transient engine operation, maintain an overall casing temperature at takeoff 
consistent with the design Ii fe requirements of the part, and provide a nominal 
amount of petformance improvement due to the reductiorl of casing temperatures 
t'elative to those which would exist with no ~ooling flow. It should be noted 
that the current syst.em is passive in that no attempt is made to alter the 
percentage of the fan flow supplied at vat"iolls operating conditions through 
the use of a flow contt;'ol device such as a valYe. The flow area is constant 
at all engine operating conditions. 
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3.2 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT AND ACC CONCEPT 
The basic goal of this program was to develop all LPT cooling system which 
would improve LPT efficiency, thereby reducing specific fuel consumption (sfc) 
by reducing the radi~l rotor/stator clearances at cruise conditions. The loca-
tion of these clearances are shown on the LPT cross section presented in Fig-
ure J. The concept for achieving this reduction in cruise clearances consists 
of two pnrts: (1) the case cooling flow is intentionally reduct!d during tran-
sient, takeoff and climbout, and descent conditions which allows the case to 
get hottel~ (lnd "grO\v" away from the rotor tips, thet:'eby reducing transient 
rubs in the stator honeycomb; and (2) the case cooling flow is significantly 
increased 1;1t c,rllise conditions, causing the ('.ase to be cooler and "shrink 
in'! tmolard the rotor) reducinf; the operationnl clearances. 
To further. illust't."8te this concept, a typical stator shroud honeycomb wear 
(rubout) pattern wilt be examined (interstag\!{ seal honeycomb patterns would be 
similar). Figure 4 illustrates a typical LPT stator shroud wear pattern result-
ing from thet"elative motion of rotot" and stator components dut"ing a tt"ansient 
operation (throttle bur&t) from gt"ound idle to takeoff. During this transient 
operation J the difference in the thermal t"esponses of the t"otor and stator and 
the gt:'owth of the rotdr due to centt:'ifugal toading create relative motion 
between the rotor and statot" in both the t:'adial and axial directions. The 
arrows indicate the dit"ection of the blade tip motion relative to the shroud. 
'rime is nonlineat:' along the path. Figure 4 also depicts the estimated cL"uise 
cleat:'ance t"eductions due to the reduced flow during the takeoff and climbout 
transient and the increased flow at cruise operation. It was estimated that 
the achievable reduction in cle;-rrance per stage due to increased flow at cruise 
was 0.50 mm (0.020 inch) with an additional 0.25 mm (0.010 inch) gained due to 
the reduced flow during takeoff. This level of clearance reduction, when 
applied to the stage 1-4 blade tip/stator sht"ouds and the stage 2-4 rotor/stator 
interstage seals, was estimated to result in a cruisesfc red!.lct,ion of approxi-· 
mately 0.3 percent. 
3.3 UNIQUE FEATURES OF LPT ACC COOLING SYSTEMS 
A new I,PT manifold was designed with mere than twice the flow capacity of 
the pt"esent syst~m. The manifold sizing, consistent with the case temperature 
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Figure 3. LPT Cross Section . 
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Figure 4. LPT Stator Shroud Honeycomb Wear Pattern. 
reduction required for: the planned performance improvement, was. accomplished 
with detdiled heat trans fer studies utilizing information (available prior to 
this program) on current production m,anifold airflow rates, case temperatures 
~nd heat transfer coefficients, and General Electric's THTD computer program. 
Figure 5 illustrates the approximate lev.els of LPT case average surface temper-
atures for both the current production system (as predicted prior to the initi-
ation of this program) and the goal of the ACC sirstem. Further details on the 
specific features of the ACC system ~,ill be presented later in this section. 
The ACe manifo ld is depic ted in FigU1:e 6. 
The reduced flow at takeoff \\18S accomplished by adding a flo~ control 
valve in the ma,nifold supply pipe from the kiss seal interface. It was decided 
that the kiss se~l interface and the piping upstream of the kiss seal would 
remain unchanged for the convenience of prospective customers. Figure 7 sche-
matically depicts the major components of the ACC system downstream of the kiss 
seal. The development of !-he ACC v'alve and its associated controls logic was 
not part of this program. However, a description of the anticipated valve to 
be used in this system and its mode of operation is as follows. The valve 
would be pneumatically operated and spring lQaded closed. During takeoff and 
clinlbout (at altitudes below 6,6813 m/22,OOO feet) the valve would remain in the 
nominally closed position but wou.ld permit a "low" flow equivalent to the flow 
desited at takeoff conditions. After achieving a,n altitude of 22,000 feet, a 
barometric valve would actuate and port actuation air to the ACC valve causing 
it to open and provide the increased cooling flow at crllise conditions. During 
descent, at altitudes below 22,000 feet, the ACe valve would move to the low 
flow (closed) position. 
The unique features, relative to the current production LPT cooling sys-
tem, of each componant of the I.PT ACC cooling system are enumerated below: 
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LPT Manifold 
• New hardware design .. 
• Takeoff flow reduced from 0.152 kg/sec (0.335 lb/sec) to 0.045 
kg/sec (0.10 Ib/sec). 
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ACC Nanifold Supply Tubing Downstream of Kiss Seal. 
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• Cruise flow increase~ from 0.074 kg/sec (0.164 Ib/sec) to 0.174 
kg/sec (0.:385 Ib/secL 
• Last two (stage 4) circumferential tubes eliminated to concentrate 
flow on forward hooks. 
• Saparate air supplies for each half to provide more even flow 
distribution. 
• Horizontal flange cooling tubes added. 
• Size of circumferential tubes increased aad size and spacing of impingement holes changed to accolllllodate increased flow. 
Air Supply Piping: Kiss Seal to Manifold 
• New hardware design to accommodate the ACC valve and separate 
air supplies to each manifold half. 
Air Supply Piping: Reverser Interface to Kiss Seal 
• No change. 
Fan Air Scoop 
• Scoop added over air supply port in cowling wall to provide addi-
tional supply pressure and, therefore, assist in achieving addi-
tional flow required. 
• 
ACC Valve 
Valve added in manifold supply piping to modulate flow at takeoff 
conditions. 1 
I 
i 
~ I 
I 
" Ii 
, 
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4.0 COHPON~NT TESTING 
4.1 MANIFOLD FLOW TEST 
The overall objectives of this test was to obtain data which would define 
the airflow characteristics of the LPT ACC cooling system: LPT cooling mani-
fold and associated supply tubing. Specific objectives were: 
1. Define flow function versus pressure ratio for each half of the 
system separately and for the entire system as an assembly. 
2. 
3. 
Define the cooling manifold flow split; i.e., determine the 
flow through each manifold flow segme~t se~arately. A flow 
segment is defined as a circumferential cooling tube or hori-
zontal flange cooling tube in either manifold half. 
Define the circumferential and axial static pressure distri-
bution of both manifold halves. 
4.1.1 Test Setup 
The test was conducted in the Component Mechanical Laboratory, and the 
test setup is shown in Figure 8. The manifold supply tubing was plumbed to 
the facility line supplying ambient temperature air. Two separate facility 
systems were employed during the course of the test which had maximum airflow 
capacities of 1.814 and 3.175 kg/sec (4 and 7 lb/sec), respectively. 
Facility airflow was measured usi; both orifices and venturis for dif-
ferent portions of the test. Facility airflows and pressures were 'controlled 
with pneumatically operated regulators and valves, and were monitored in the 
cell control room. 
The hardware tes ted included the LPT Aee cooling manifold (top and bottom 
halves) and portions of the LPT ACe cooling manifold supply tubing. The supply 
tubes used are illustrated schematicaly in Figure 9. These tubes were included 
in the component test in o~der to duplicate system flow characteristics which 
would exist in an engine application and also to provide satisfacto~y locations 
for installation of total pressure/total temperature probes. 
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Figure 8. Airflow Component Test Setup. 
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The ACC valve and the supply tube from the valve to the engine kiss seal 
were not used in order to simplify the test operation and because it was felt 
that any changes in system characteristics ',;:!uch as internal velocity profile) 
induced by these components would be attenuated upstream of the locations of 
pressure/temper<!ture probes located in each manifold half supply tube. 
4.1. 2 Instrumentation 
Th<; three manifold supply pipes were instrumented as shown in Figure 10. 
Combination total pressure/total temperature probes and static pressure taps 
were installed in each pipe. The total pre.ssure/ total temperature probes were 
located downstream of the static taps to prevent erroneous static readings. 
Mercury manometers were ~lsed to measure. all manifold pressures except 
those obtained from a hand-held static pressure fitting, employed during the 
static pressure survey, which were monitored on a digital pressure readout. 
Manifold temperatures were indicated on digital temperature readouts. Facil-
ity pressures and temperatures required to measure airflow rates wer-e routed 
to gages and digital temperature reaqouts located inside the· control room. 
4.1.3 Test Procedure 
De finitions 
------.-
Prior to delineating the specific procedure which was followed, it is 
pertinent to define various parameters. 
18 
Flow Function - WiTT 
-'-PT 
where, W = airflow to manifold kg/sec (lb/sec) 
TT = total temperature in K (0 R) in one of the mar.~fold 
supply pipes 
PT = total pressure tn N/cm2 (psia) tn one of the manifold 
supply pipes. 
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Figure 10. ACC Manifold Supply Piping Airflow Instrumentation. 
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Pressure Ratio - PT/PS 
where, PT· total pressure in N/cm2 (psia) in one of the manifold 
supply pipes \ 
PS· test cell static (baJ,"()~etric) pressure in N/cm2 (psiaY 
Flow Segment - A single circumferential cooling tube or horizont~l 
flange cooling tube in either manifold half. 
4.1.3.1 Top-Half Flow Function 
The manifold and supply pipes were plumbed as shown in Figure 10, except 
that the bottom-half supply tube was capped at the manifold end. Airflow was 
varied to the manifold and the flow function was defined over a pressure ratio 
range of 1.0 to 2.3. 
4.1.3.2 Top-Half Flow Split 
The manifold and supply pipes were plumbed a$ defined in Section 4.1.3.1. 
The flow through each individual segment was obtained by covering all but one 
segment with aluminum tape while maintaining a pressure ratio of 1.8 (based 
on PT in the "T" supply tube). A pressure ratio of 1.8 was chosen since it 
is approximately equal to the pressure ratio which exists at altitude cruise. 
4.1.3.3 Bottom-Half Flow Function 
The procedure for defining the bottom-half flow function was the same as 
that specified in Section 4.1.3.1 except that the top'-half supply tube was 
capped at the manifold end. 
4.1.3.4 Bottom-Half Flow Split 
The procedure tor defining the bottom-half flow split was the same as that 
specified in Section 4.1.3.2 except that the top-half supply tube was capped. 
4.1.3.5 Manifold Assembly Flow Function 
The manifold halves and supply pipes were plumbed as shown in Figure 10 
with air flowing to both halves. Airflow was var;ied to the manifold assembly 
and flow function was. defined over the pressure ratio range of 1.0 to 2.4. 
.. \ 
I 
4.1.3.6 Manifold Assembly Static Pressure Survey 
The manifold setup was the same as in Section 4.1.3.5 •• Air was supplied 
to the manifold at a pressure ratio of 1.8 based on the "T" tube tol:al pres-
sure. This pressure ratio was selected because it is representative of cruise 
conditions and because it would magnify any circumferential or row-to-row pres-
sure variance due to the much greater airflow provided during the test as com~ 
pared to that which will actually be used during sea level takeoff conditions. 
The static pressure survey was conducted by manually placing a special 
rubber fitting over one manifold hole at a time. The fitting was flexible 
enough to provide a good'seal and, therefore, yield an accurate reading. 
Static pressure readings were obtained in this manner at approximately 300 
different locations, yielding a very good circumferential and axial mapping 
of the manifold assembly static pressures. 
Figure 11 illustrates the locations of initial readings and direction of 
subsequent readings for each segment in both halves. 
4.1.4 Test Results 
4.1.4.1 Flow Function 
Figures 12 through 15 are representative of the flow function versus 
pressure ratio data obtained from each of the supply p~pe probes for the top 
and bottom manifold halves flowing separately and for both halves flowing 
simultaneously as an assembly. These calibration curves were used to compute 
the airflow to ef1ch manifold half as well as the total flow to the manifold 
assembly during the instrumented engine test. 
Flow function versus pressure ratio curves were generated with dat~ from 
different probes under the same test conditions. This was done to provide a 
redundancy of data to be used in flow calculations from the engine test data. 
Figure 15 also provides a comparison between the flow function curves for 
the ACC manifold assembly snda current production CF6-5Q !l1anifold assembly 
which was·flow tested in 1978. This comparison demonstrates the greater flow 
potential throu~hout the pressure ratio range of the ACC manifold which was 
the design intent. Flow function comparisons for each half flowing separately 
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are not possible because the current production manifold configuration does 
not have separate supply pipes for each half. 
4.1.4.2 Static Pressure Survey 
Figures 16 through 18 present the static pressure surveys conducted on 
each of the circumferential flow segments in the manifold top half and are 
typical of the results obtained for the corresponding flow segments in the 
bottom half. Static pressure is plotted versus hole number which is equiva-
lent to circumferential distance. 
It is interesting to compare the results shown in Figures 16 through 18 
to the static pressure surveys conducted on a current production-type CF6-50 
manifold in 1978. Figure 19 depicts that manifold and identifies the flow 
segments. Figures 20 through 22 dt!pict the static surveys conducted on the 
top half of the manifo ld. 
Examination of Figures 16, 17, 18, and 20 through 22 reveal sharp local 
peaks in static pressure. These peaks are coincident with the intersections 
of axial flow distributors and circumferential tubes for both manifolds, and 
appear to be inherent with this type of design. On the ACC manifold, peaks 
also exist in the first tube where the supply pipe joins the manifold. 
Although approximately the samernagni,tude of peaks exist in both ma.ni-
folds, it is important to note that the ACe manifold was flowing approximately 
twice as much as the current production manifold, and some of the individual 
tubes were flowing four times as much as comparable ones in the current pro-
duction manifold. If these two manifolds were flowing the same amount, the 
peak-to-peak variations would be less in the Aee manifold. 
Also, there appears to be less variation in the mean pressure levels 
with the Aee manifold. The design goal is a uniform pressu~e distribution. 
Additionally, it is important to t'eiterate the fact that the surveys for 
both manifolds were conducted ~t a pressure ratio of 1.8 in order to magnify 
any circumfet'ential diffet'ences. Under actual engine operating conditions, 
the static pt'eSBure variations ~ill be much less fot' both manifolds than those 
indicated in Figu~2s 16, 17, 18, and 20 through 22, since, at sea level, the 
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actual now rates will be much less than the test flow rates and, at cruis!l', 
the flow rate and actual pressure levels will be less than the component t~st 
values. If the component test results for both manifolds were prorated through 
their respective cruise flow rates, the ACe manifold would exhibit lower magni-
tudes of pressure variations except in the first (most forward) cooling row, 
which would be greater. 
The static pressure surveys were available as diagnostic tools to be used 
in conjunction with the circumferential variations in casing skin temperature 
to assist in understanding the results of the instrumented engine test. 
4.1.4.3 Flow Splits 
Table I delineates the results of the flow split test where the flow 
through each segment was detr.'mined separately as described in Section 4.1.3. 
Varying amounts of cooling flow were required through each manifold seg-
ment in Qrder to produce the desired temperatures at each axial location 0n the 
case skin and on the case horizontal flanges. The purpose of the flow split 
test was to determine if the actual How splits matched the design intent. The 
measured flow percentages agree well with the i.ntended design flow splits, par-
ticularly for the fOrward three tubes, as indicated in Table 1. 
4.2 MANIFOLD VIBRATION TEST 
The objectives of this test were as follows: 
1. Detenlline natural frequencies and associated mode shapes of respon-
sive LPT cooling manifold components and of the manifold as an 
a~Q~~tly throughout the frequency range of 20 to 300 Hz. This range 
exceeds the maximum engine one/rev operating frequency. Engine out-
of--balance forces, at engine one/rev frequencies, were expected to 
be the principal driving forces for LPT manifold vibrations. 
2. Identify areas of maximum stress on the LPT manifold, for primary 
modes of vibration, based on the results of preliminary vibration 
explorations employing the use of a strobe light tuned to the shake 
table, and then apply strain gages to the manifold at these locations. 
Record strain gage outputs as the manifold is excited in each of two 
radial planes throughout the frequency range of 20 to 300 Hz. 
3. Extrapolate laboratory strain gage data to conditions imposed by 
actual engine operation and analyze with respect to manifold struc-
tural integrity. 
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Table I. Flow Split Results. 
):ntended 
To~ Half F'low Bottom Half Flow Design 
Flow 
Flow % of % of % of 
Segment kg/sec Ib/sec Total kg/sec lb/sec Total Total 
Row 1 0.176 0.3882 38.0 0.194 0.4275 39.2 41.2 
.c 
Row 2 0.084 0.186 18.2 0.091 0.2011 18.4 18.3 
Row 3 0.1L1 0.244 23.9 0.117 0.2580 23.6 25.3 
Row 4 0.034 0.075 7.3 0.034 0.0749 6.9 4.9 I Row 5 0.055 0.122 11.9 0.054 0.1193 10.9 9.9 
I HOr;'izontal 0.003 0.0074 0.7 0.005 0.0114 1.0 0.4 Cooling Tube 
~ 
1 
! 
! ~ 
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4.2.1 T.::st_Setl,!F.. 
The test was conducted in the Component Mechanical Laboratory, and the 
test setup is shown in Figures 23 and 24. The LPT ACC manifold and the supply 
tubing, as defined in Figure 25, were mounted toa CF6-50 LPT casing and tut'-
bine m?>~ frame. This assembly was then fastened to the adapter plate of a 
88,964 N (20,000 lb) rated electrodynamic shake table. The sh.ake table adapter 
plate was attached to a slider plate coupled to the shaker armature and floated 
on an oil film on top of a granite slab rigidly connected to the facility floor. 
A control accelerometer mounted on the slider plate in the direction of exci-
tation provided the feedback control of the shaker. The assembly was excit~d 
by the shaker in each of the two x-adial directions shown in Figure 26. 
The hardware that was tested included the LPT ACC manifold (top and bot-
tom halves), LPT manifold mount brackets and associated mount hardware, a 
portion of the LPT ACC manifold supply piping and supply piping mount brackets 
and associated mount hardware. In addition, CF6-50 turbine midframe (TMF) and 
LPT cases were used as vehic les to mount the LPT manifold and associated sup-
ply tubing. Although the LPT manifold was the object of testing, a portion of 
the manifold supply tubing was used to create appropriate bDundary conditions 
at the two manifold inlets (one in each half). The supply tubing is illustrated 
sChematically in Figure 25. 
4.2.2 Instrumentation 
The manifold hardware was instrumented with 21 accelerometers and 20 
strain gages as delineated in Table II and depicted in Figures 27 through 35. 
4.2.3 Test Procedure 
The component test was conducted as follows: 
1. The manifold assembly was oriented as shown in Figure 23, and pre-
liminary vibration scans were conducted with the assembly excited 
in a radial direction parallel to the case horizontal centerline 
from 20 to 300 Hz (direction C-C, Figure 26). During these scans 
the manifold assembly movement was observed using a strobe light 
tuned to the excitation frequency. Based on these observations, 20 
locations were selected for accelerometer mounting in order to mea-
sure the most significant manifold response. 
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Table II. Accelerometer and Strain Gage Locations. 
A. Accelero.eters 
Location No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
* Approximate 
Circumferential 
Description of Location Lotation. degrees 
Lower Manifold Half Supply Tube 170 
Upper liani fold Half Supply Tube 31b 
Upper Manifold Half Supply Tube 318 
L<TJer Mani.fold Ha If, 2nd Tllbe 210 
Lower Manifold lIalf, 2nd Tube 210 
Lower Manifold Half, 3rd Tube 220 
Lower Manifold Half Horizontal 90 
Cooling Tube - Aft End 
Upper Manifold Half Supply Tube 
Neat' Junction with "Y" Tube 
Upper Mani fold '~.lIlf 5uppiy Tube 
Near Junction with Tee Tube 
"y" Supply Tube - Forward End 
Bottom Manifold Half Stiffener, 
Aft E .. -,! 
Top Manifold Half Horizontal 
Cooling Tube, Aft End 
Top Manifold Half, Rear Bracket 
Top Manifold Half, Axial, Ovet' 
Tube No. 5 
Top Manifold Half, Rear Bracket 
Top Manifold Half, Tul>e Nfl. 1 
Top Manifold lIalf, Tube No. I 
Top Manifold lIalf, Tube No. 1 
Top lIalf of LPT Casing = I in. 
Aft of Tube No. 5 
Top Half of TMF, 2 in. Below 
Forward Flange 
Lower Manifold Half Supply Tube 
264 
27(; 
313 
o 
346 
343 
25 
82 
o 
o 
170 
Direction of 
od entat ion 
Axial 
Axial 
Radial 
Axial 
Radial 
Axial 
Radial 
Radial 
Axial 
Tangential 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
*Ci rcumferential locat ions were not measured but were balled on vi sual observations 
and given dimensions for various manifold features. l'he specified angles are mea-
sured from top center, nKlving in a clockwise direction, in an aft looking forward 
view. 
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Table II. Accelerometer and Strain Gage Locations (Concluded). 
B. Strain Gages 
Location No. 
1 
2 
3 
II 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Description of Location 
Lower Manifold Half. ~ube No. ~. 
Forward Surface 
Lower Manifold Half, Tube No.2, 
OD Surface 
Low'lr Manifold, Tube No.3, 
Forward Surface 
Lover Manifold, Tube No.3, 
00 Surface 
''1'' Supply Tube Bracket GU8&et 
Upper Manifold Half Inlet 
Lower Manifold Half, Horizonta~ 
Flange Bracket 
Upper Mani fold Half, Horizontal 
Flange Bracket 
Upper Hanifold Half, Horizontal 
Flange Bracket 
Uppl!:r Manifold Half, Tube No.5 
OD Siurface 
Upper Hanifold Half, Rear Bracket 
Ul'per Hani fold Half, Rear Bracket 
Casing Forward Flange Bracket 
Upper Hanifold Half, Forward 
Flange Bracket 
Upper Manifold Half, Axi III , 00 
Surface, FurwLrd of Weld Line 
Upper Hanifold Half, Axial, 00 
Surface, Aft of Weld Line 
UppEr Manifold Half, Rear Bracket 
Upper ~anifold Half, Axial, 00 
Surface, Forward of Weld Line 
Upper Manifold Half. Tube No. I 
00 Surface 
Rear Casing Bracket, Surface 
with Nozzle Lock Hole 
• Approxiaate . 
Circuaf.r.D~ial 
Location. '.,rees 
238 
238 
238 
238 
264 
276 
27b 
309 
309 
31l 
308 
310 
S2 
52 
60 
308 
303 
313 
·Circumferential locations were not .easured but w~re based on visual 
oblervations and given dimensionl for varioul aanifold featurel. The 
specified angles are measured fro. top center, acving in a clockwise 
direction, in an aft loOking forward view. 
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2. Output from the 20 accelerometers were recorded as the manifold was 
excited from 20 to 300 Hz in direction c-c (refer to Figure 26) in 
the horizontal plane from 20 to 300 Hz. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
The slider plate and manifold assembly were rotated 90· to allow exci-
tation in a radial direction parallel to the case vertical centerline 
(direction B-B, Figure 26). Again, preliminary scans were conducted 
with visual observation of ~ovement via the strobe light. Based on 
these observations, it was decided to record the output from 13 of 
the 20 accelerometers plus that from one new location (Accelerometer 
21). This output was recorded as the manifold was excited from 20 
to 300 Hz. 
Output plots from all accelerometers (in both directions of excita-
tion) were then reviewed. Based on this review, 11 frequencies were 
selected as producing the most significant manifold system response. 
The manifold ,issembly was then excited in the vertical direction at 
each of these (reqoencies for approximately 3 to 5 minutes. During 
this time the manifold assembly movement was closely observed with 
the tuned strobe light. This technique was used to identify areas 
of most likely maximum stress for the purpose of strain gage appli-
cation. Strain gages were mounted on the manifold assembly at the 
20 locations illustrated previously. 
Output from all strain gages was recorded as the manifold assembly 
was excited from 20 to 300 Hz. 
The slider plate and manifold assembly were then rot'lted 90° to per-
mit eXGitation in the horizontal direction. Again, the output of 
all strain gages was recorded as the manifold assembly was excited 
from 20 to 300 Hz. 
During all component 
stant 0.05 mm (0.002 
from 140 to 300 Hz. 
assembly. 
tests the excitation input was limited to a con-
inch) from 20 to 140 Hz and a constant 2 gls 
This was done to prevent damage to the manifold 
Strain gages capable of withstanding an engine operating environment 
\'Jere applied to the manifold hardware at location numbers 1, 3, 11, 
13, and 14. Additionally, accelerometers were installed on the for-
ward and aft LPT case flanges as shown in Figure 36. The output 
from these gages and acce.lerometers was recorded during portions of 
the instrumented engine testing which included both a 10 second and 
2 minute accel/decel from ground idle to takeoff. This was done so 
that the component test strain data could be extrapolated to actual 
engine operating condit ions for thf~ purpose of manifold structural 
integrity analysis. The specific gages selected were chosen because 
they were among the most active during the component tests. 
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4.2.4 Test Results 
4.2.4.1 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 
The natural frequencies of the system, within the excitation range, can 
be obtained from the instrumentation output plots. Many of the system mode 
shapes are complex and difficult to describe. Some of the modes producing 
significant system motion, based on visual observation, are delineated as 
fo llows: 
1. Axial flexing of the second and third manifold tubes in the longest 
circumferential span in the bottom half - between axial distributors 
at 180· and 240· (aft looking forward). 
2. Same as Mode 1 except in the longest circumferential spans in the 
top half. 
3. 
4. 
Pivoting and twisting motion of the horizontal flange cooling tube 
a,ssemb ly in the top half about the bolt through the top half hori-
zontal flange bracket. 
Same as Mode 3 on the bottom half horizontal cooling tube assembly. 
Motion not as pronounced. 
5. Flexing of the manifold rear bracket located at 313 0 (aft looking 
forward) about the bracket bolt. 
6. Flexing of the top half inlet about its horizontal centerline. 
7. Radial motion of entire manifold half (both halves). 
8. Flexing of casing forward flange brackets about their horizontal 
center lines • 
Some of these modes are depicted in Figure 37. 
4.2.4.2 Accelerometer Data: Component Test 
Examples of the accelerometer data obtained during the component test are 
shown in Figures 38 and 39. These data were instrumental in the process of 
selecting probable areas of maximum stress for strain gage application. 
4.2.4.3 Strain Gage Data: Component Test 
Due to the limited number of strain gages employed, it is not possible to 
definitely state that all areas of maximum strain (stress) have been identified. 
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However, the technique employed (identifying these areas via strobe lig,ht/ 
visual observations) was a sound one, and the output from the strain gages 
should be representative of maximum system stresses. 
The measured strains (and subsequent stresses) are presented in Table III 
as a function of gage number, resonant frequency, and mode of excitation. The 
strains/ stresses preserlted are in peak-to-peak values and therefore the alter-
nating component is one half of that presented. Resonant frequ~ncies which 
exhibited measured peak-to-peak strains of less than lOU ~ mm/mrn (~ in./in.) 
were disregarded based on the assumption that they were insignificant. This 
assumption was substantiated by the engine testing discussed in the following 
section. 
The maximum measured strain of all gages was found on gage No. 13 and was 
equivalent to an alternating stress of approximately 16,548 N/cm2 (24,000 
Ib/in. 2). However, this was at a frequency of 228 Hz which is above the 
expected engine excitation range. The maximum recorded strain within the 
expected range of excitation was also found on gage No. 13 at a frequency of 
182 Hz and translated to an alternating stress of approximately 13,790 N/cm2 
(20,000 Ib/in. 2). 
As stated previously, the excitation input during the component test was 
held to a constant 0.05 rom (0.v\}2 .i.llC~) from 20-140 Hz and a constant 2 gls 
from 140-300 Hz in order to prevent damage to the manifold assembly. Since 
the excitation levels incurred during actual engine operation would not neces-
sarily match the component test excitation, the strains/stresses presented in 
Table III cannot be interpreted as the expected magnitude of strains/stresses 
during engine operation. In order to provide a correlationbetwe~~ engine 
operation and component test strains, which is required to assess the hardware 
integrity, gages were installed on the manifold hardware during the instru-
mented engine test at several iocations identified as being among the most 
active during the component test. The output from these gages and the result-
ing con~iusions relative to the hardware integrity are presented in the fol-
lowing section. 
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Table III. Manifold Vibrati,?D Component Te.st Strain/Stress Data. 
Notes: 1) All strains and stresses given art! in peak to peak values 
2) Strains less than 10011 in. lin. peak to peak ",ere not rec<>rded 
,Frequency, Strain, Stress, frequency, Strain, Stre •• , Frequenc:r, Strain. 
Strain Ga~ Exci tation Mode Hi: II in. lin. ~ Hz II in./in. pili Hz \I in. lin. ~
I. Verticd 197 100 2,840 208 420 11,9~8 221 882 
1 Vertical 241 372 10,565 244 250 7~100 275 170 
1 Vertical 293 110 3,124 
1 Horizontal 203 170 4,&26 2Q8 200 5,680 221 790 
1 Horizontal 240 540 15,336 2M! 130 3,692 276 11.0 
2 Vertical Nothing ab~ve 10011 in./in. 
2 Horizontal 221 105 2,982 
3 Vertical 166 1000 28,',00 I8; lao 2,840 202 200 
3 Vertic?l 208 275 7,,810 221 340 9,656 166 480 
4 Gage Malfunctioned - No Data 
5 Vertical 224 120 3,408 
5 Horizontal 191 IJO 4,828 21H 170 4,828 
6 Vertical Nothing auove 100~ in. lin. 
6 Horizontal 197 145 4,118 20~ 140 3,976 
7 Vertical 186 120 3,408 195 130 3,692 203 250 
7 Ver-tical 213 100 2,840 221 150 4,~60 226 160 
1 Vertica 1 244 150 4,260 276 120 3,408 
7 HorizontCll 185 160 4,544 202 180 5,112 208 145 
7 ijori,zo!1ta 1 220 150 4,260 227 100 2,840 275 100 
8 Vert~cal 118 110 3,124 166 250 7,100 171 215 
8 Vertical 188 350 9,940 203 165 4,686 219 290 
8 Vertic-a 1 227 580 16,472 250 160 4;544 258 110 
8 Vertical 275 105 2,982 
8 Horizontal 174 190 5,396 IH6 333 9,514 198 ISS 
8 Horizontal 209 370 10,508 223 P5 3,266 
9 Vertical 190 120 3,408 221l 205 5,822 
9 1I0rizonta 1 1811 130 3,692 2u9 120 3,408 
10 Vertical 209 12Q 3,408 211:1 195 5,538 258 115 
10 Vertical 291 140 3,976 
'10 IIprizontal 211 IbO 4,544 218 205 5,822 291 105 
• 
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Table III. Manifold Vibration Component Test Strain/Stress Data (Continued) • 
Notes: U All strains and stresses given are in peak to peak values 
2) ~trains less than 100\1 in. lin. peak La peak were not recorded 
Frt!qucncy J Strain, Stress, Fr.equency, Strain, Stres s, l-'requency, Strain, Strt!5s, 
Strain GalC I::xcitationHode liz \I in./in. psi Hz \I in. lin. psi Hz \I in. lin. 2 5i 
11 Vertical 150 100 2,hl/,0 IllS 700 19,880 203 410 11,&4.4 
11 Vertical 211 24U 6,816 221 415 11,7116 227 4JO 12,212 
11 Vertical 244 130 3,692 263 140 3,976 
11 Horizontal Ul3 1000 28,400 192 640 18,176 202 590 16,75b 
11 Horizontal 205 550 15,620 210 730 20,732 216 4S!J 12,211 
11 Horizontal 252 120 3,408 262 130 3,692 266 160 4,544 
12 Vertical 185 12U 3,408 2U9 110 3,124 2U! 110 3,1:24 
12 Vertical 225 130 3,692 227 140 3,976 
12 Ii()rizonta~ Ill'! 290 lS,236 In 260 7,384 202 120 J,40ti 
1.2 llorizontal 2llJ 110 3,124 00 
",";;0 
13 Vertical ll! 120 3,401l ILL 530 15,052 131:1 130 3,692 
-UG> 
13 Vertical 149 230 6,532 171 270 7,668 1114 70U 19,11110 .0-
13 Itertical 19U 195 5,538 1Y8 320 9,088 2U~ 420 11,928 OZ :IJ~ 13 Vertical 209 395 11,218 215 230 6,532 221 510 14,4b4 f"" 
13 Vertical 228 1700 48,280 2b4 160 4,544 269 160 4,544 
.07] 13 Vertical 293 560 15,904 c: j;..>;; 
);:0 \1' 
13 1!or;izontal 75 120 3,408 109 520 14,768 l3ti 150 4,21>0 C t'-'; 
13 lrorizontal 148 210 5,964 H!2 :t400 39,760 192 1110 31,524 -f ~>t 
13 Horizontal 209 900 25,560 230 800 22,720 248 310 11,804 to( (1; 
13 Horizontal 255 270 7,668 26t! 200 5,680 290 410 11,644 
14 Vertical 18) 100 2,840 19!. 100 2,840 215 100 2,1140 
14 Vert ica 1 227 360 10,224 2~4 260 7,384 249 200 5,6110 
14 Vertical 255 110 3,124 291 160 4,544 
14 Horiz..ontal 147 130 3,692 181 660 18,744 IllS 550 15,620 
14 Horizontal 199 560 15,904 20i! 550 15,620 223 305 8,662 
14 lIorizontal 241l 170 4,878 291 140 3,976 
15 Vert Lea 1 211l 160 4,544 221-:Ub 1HO 5,112 25U 120 3,4011 
15 Horizontal 192 175 4,970 20b 160 4,544 219 150 4,26U 
16 Vcrti~<Jl Nothing above 10011 in. lin. 
16 Horizontal 192 120 3,408 
(Jl 
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Table III. Manifold Vibration Component Test Strain/Stress Data (Concluded). 
Hotes: 1) All strains and stresses given are in peaii'. to peak va lues 
2) Str;li1l1s le,as than 1001i in./in. peak to peak were not recorded 
Frequency, Strain, Stress, Frequency, Strain, Stres., Frequency, Strain, Stre •• , 
Excitation Hode liz It in.fin. ~ liz It in. fin. psi Hz \I in./in. psi 
Vertical !lothing above lUOII in./in. 
Horizontal l/othing above 1001i in./in. 
Vertical 1H6 120 3,408 221 220 1:,248 225 240 6,816 
!iorizontal 184 160 4,544 202 110 3,124 211 145 4,118 
Hodzontal 220 370 10,508 
Vertical 208 100 2,840 217 110 3,124 223 105 2,982 
Vertical 27.6 105 2,982 263 100 2,840 
1!orizonta 1 185 14C 3,97b 209 100 2,840 214 lOCI 2,840 
Horizontal 218 135 3,834 225 125 3,550 
Vertical 117 125 3,550 164 185 5,254 185 250 7,100 
Vertical 203 150 4,260 208 150 4,260 218-233 230 6,532 
Vertical 226 190 5,396 290 130 3,692 
Horizontal 173 110 3,124 185 340 9,656 197 190 5,396 
lIorizontal 208 250 7,100 221 285 8,094 
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Dynamic strain gages capable of withstanding an engine operating enV1ron-
ment were applie;d to the manifold hardware at locations 1, 3, 11,13, and If(. 
(see Figures 27 through 35). These locations were selected based on activity 
exhibited during the component test. As shown in Table IV, 36 system r.'2!sona.nt 
frequencies were identified during the com~onent test as producing peak-to-peak 
strains greater than 100 lJ mm/nun (lJ in./in.) and the maximum component test 
strain found in 29 of those frequencies was produced by one of the five gages 
selected. The methud of obtaining engine test to component test correlation 
was as fo llows: 
1. Maximum component test strain from one of the five selected gages 
was recorded for each frequency. 
2. 
3. 
Absolute maximum component test strain (selected by exam1n1ng the 
output from each of the 21 gages) was recorded for each frequency. 
Ratio of absolute maximum strain to maximum ed."ain for selected 
gages was computed (in almost all cases, it was equal to 1.0). 
4. Th.e measured engine test strains/atresses were recordp,d and the max-
imum expected stress at any of the 21 component test locations was 
computed using the ratio defined previously. To sh'lplify data reduc-
tion and to be conservative, the maximum engine test .,treSs (for 
each of the five gages) waG. chosen regardiess of frequency instead 
of idl;mti.Eying s tresse~ at each resonant frequency. This data is 
shown in Table IV. 
5. Due to the use of some special development engine hardware, the 
mount b'tackets for the two manifold inlet tubes had to be moved 
relative to their position during the component test. It is judged 
that the changes incurred did not have a significant impact on the 
test results. 
The output from the engine gages was recorded during various portions of 
the test, which included both 10 second lind 2 minutf' Becel/decels from ground 
id Ie to takeoff. 'The datp. from th~ aceel/ decelswas played back through peak-
to-peak detector .. (yieldiI\,-; _overall sttesslevels) as well as ont! a.-nd two per 
rev tracking Hlte.'t"s for both fan and core speeds. Figure 40 illustrates a 
portion of this information from gage No.3. Additionally, after digiti21ing 
the data, a Fast Fourier Pru<~·<!ssor was used to prepare Campbell Diagrams for 
each gage output during the 2 minute accel/decel. This data is presented in 
Figures 41 through 48. (Strain gage No. 1 was inoperab Ie during this test.) 
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Table IV. Correlation Engine Test Strains/Stresses. 
109 117 147 164 173 182 184 
Component Teat Resonant Frequency, HZ 75 78 111 118 138 150 166 171 174 181 183 186 
Cage No. 1 Strain - Vertical Excitation 
Cage No.1 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 
Cage No.3 Strain - Vertical Excitation 1000 100 
Cast' No.3 Strain - Horizo.-.tal Excitation 480 
Gage No. 11 Strain - Vertical Excitation 100 700 
Gage No. 11 Strain - Hori.zontal Excitation 1000 
Gage No. 13 Strain - Vertical Excitation 120 530 130 230 270 700 
Gage No. 13 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 120 520 150 210 1400 
Gage No. 14 Strain - Vertical Excitation 100 
Gage No .• 14 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 130 660 550 
Gage with Maximum Strain (~, 3, 11, 13 & 14) 13 13 13 13 13 3 13 14 13 13 
/1a~i~um Strain - Gages I, 3, II, 13 & 14 120 120 530 150 230 1000 270 660 1400 700 
Maximum Strain - Gages 1-21 120 120 530 125 150 230 1000 270 190 660 1400 700 
Gage wi th /1aidmum Strain (1-21) 13 13 13 20 13 13 3 13 8 14 13 11 
Ratio - Maximum Strain (.k21) to Maximum 
Strain (1, 3, 11, 13, i45 1.0 " l.0 l.0 --- l.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 -- 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Maximum Engine Test St;"ess (Any Frequency) 
- Gages I, 3, 11, 13 & 14 3600 3600 3600 -- 3600 3600 16000 3600 --- 3000 3600 3600 
Maximum Expected Stress - Any Gagl' 3600 3600 3600 -- 3600 3600 16000 3500 -- 3000 3600 3600 
(See Note 4) 
Not'es! J. Gage No. 1 .inoperable during test 
2. All strains given are in ~ in./in. peak to peak 
3. All str~sses given are in psi peak to peak 
4. Designated frequencies for maximum expected etresseo !:orrespond to room teJllperature. Actual frequency of occurrence 
during engine operation would be shifted downward by approximately 10 percent due to elevated temperature. during 
eng ine operation. 
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Table IV. Correlation Engine Test Strains/Stresses (Continued). 
208 
J • 
240 197 202 213 217 220 223 225 
Coapon~nt Test Re_oaant Frequency, Hz 199 203 205 211 216 219 221 21.:4 228 230 241 
-
Gage No.1 Strain - Vert'ical Excitation 100 170 420 882 372 
Gage No. 1 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 200 790 540 
Gage No.3 Strain - Vertical Excitation 200 275 340 
Gage 110. 3 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 
Gage No. 11 Strain - Vertical Excitation 410 240 415 430 
Gage No. 11 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 590 550 730 430 
Gage No. 13 Strain - Vertical Excitation 320 420 395 230 5lO 1700 
Gage No. 13 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 900 800 
Gage No. 14 Strain - Vertical Excitation 100 360 
Gage No. 14 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 560 550 305 
Gage with Maximum Strain (1, 3, 11, 13 & l4) 14 11 11 13 11 1 14 13 13 1 
Maximum Strain - Cages 1., 3, 11, 13 & 14 560 590 550 900 430 882 305 1700 800 540 
Maximum Strain - Cages 1-21 560 590 550 900 430 290 882 305 1700 800 540 
Gage with Maximlw Strain (1-21) 14 11 11 13 11 8 1 14 13 13 1 
Ratio - Maximum Strain (1-21) to Maximum ,. 
Strain (1 3 11, 13, 14) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 -- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Maximum Engine Test Stress (Any Frequency) , 
- Gages 1, 3, II, 13 & 14 3000 1800 1800 3600 1800 -- -- JOoo 3600 3600 --
Maximum Expected Stress - Any Gage 3000 .1800 1800 3600 1800 -- --- JOOO 3600 3600 --
(See Note 4) 
i 
243 248 250 
244 249 252 
250 
130 
130 120 
310 
260 200 
170 
14 13 11 
260 310 120 ! 
260 310 160 
14 13 8 
1.0 1.0 1.33 
JOOO 3600 1800 
3000 3600 2400 
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Table IV. Correlation Engine Test St~ains/Stresses (Concluded). 
262 268 
Ca.ponentTeat ae_onant Frequency, Hz 255 258 264 266 269 
Gage No. 1 Strain - Vert-icd :Excitation 
Gage No. 1 Strain - Horizont~1 Excitation 
Gage No. 3 Strain - Vertical Excitation 
Gage No. 3 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 
Gage No. 11 Strain - VeLtical Excitation 140 
Gage No. 11 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 130 160 
Gage No. 13 Strain - Vertical Excitation 160 160 
Gage No. 1.3 St'uin - Horizontal Excitation 270 200 
Gage No. 14 Strain - Vertical Excitation no 
Gage No. 14 Strain - Horizontal Excitation 
,Gage wi th Maximum Ser ain (1, 3, 11, 13 & 14) 13 13 11 13 
Maxilllum Strain - Gages 1, 3, 11, 13 & 14 270 160 160 200 
Maximum Strain - Ga~es 1-21 270 115 160 160 200 
Gage with Maximum Strain (1-21) 13 10 13 11 13 
Ratio - Maximum Strain (1-21) to Maximum 
Strain (1 3, 11. 13, 14) 1.0 --- 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Maximum Engine Test Stress (Any Fr~quency) 
- Gages 1, 3, 11, 13 & 14 3600 .-,_. 3600 1800 3600 
Maximum Expected Stress - Any Gage 3600 --- 3600 1800 3600 
-
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An examination of the engine test data revealed a maximum alterllating 
stress (for any gage) of approximately 5515 N/cm2 (8000 lb/in,,2) wpich 
Qccurred at 145 Hz on gage No. 3 (during th~ 10 sec decel).'rh:i.s~l:ress cor-
teSpol,·iE; to the 9653 N/cm2 (14,000 lb/in. 2 ) peak found at 165 liz on the com-
ponent test. The frequency shift is due to differences in manifo.ld tempera-
tUr£~S during component and engine tests. All other stresses, regardless of 
frequency o~ gage, were less than 1379 N/cm2 (2000 lb/in. 2 ) alternating. 
Based on the sttain ratio~ established from the component test, the maximum 
expected alternating stress at any location is 5516 N/cm2 (8000 lbliJl. 2). 
The absolute value of mean stress, at any of the gage locations, is. not 
known. Also,. some amplification of streoses will occur due to' the· differe.ace· 
between the vibration levels of the tested engine and the maximum allowable 
vibration levels of production engines. 1I0wever, examination of the Goodman 
Diagrams for the hardware materials shows that the alternating stresses are 
much less than the endurance limits and that signifi.cant (r~la.tive to stress 
rupture value) meu~ stresses could be present with no expected fatigue fuil-
ure. This obset"vation is Hlustl:ated itA Figure 49 which presents the maxi.-
mum measured manifold alternating stress On a Goodman Diagram for the manifold 
material ancl maximum operating temperature. Therefore, no manitold hardware 
fatigue problems are anticip~ted. 
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5.0 INSTRUMENTED ENGINE TEST 
The principal objectives of this test pro-gram and the analytical method-
ology related to these objectiveg are descri,oed below: 
1. Obtain LPT stator operational data (includi!lg substantial quantl.tl.es 
of data from both "embedded and skin thermocouples) required to 
analytically de fine the p~~formance improve~ent of the LPT ACCcool-
ing system relative to the production LPT cooling system currently 
in use, for both sea level static and altitude operating conditions. 
The methodology employed in this analytical definition of performance 
was to be !.is follows: refine existing heat trans fer (TRTD) models 
of the LPT stator in order to match the test data \')btained; incorpo-
rate TRTD output into a CLASS/MASS model of the LP'£ stator case and 
generate case deflections ofbQth the production ~tnd ACC systems, 
thereby defining the delta performance of thE:. two systems (this is 
accomplished with /;he use of clearance/sfc derivf,ttives and defini-
tion of cycle changes due to differences in airflow rates). 
2. Obtain a direct measurement of the performance improvement of the 
ACC cooling system by measul:'ing engine sfc dttring back-to-back tei~~'­
ing of the current production and ACC cooling systems at sea leve1 
static simulated cruise test conditions. In addition to the intrio--
sic value of this information, it is useful in verifying the analyti-
cal definition of p.erformance improvement, which in turn adds 
credence to the analytical definition of performance deltas at 
altitude conditione. 
3. Obtain data, throughout the range of sea level s tatic ~)perating 
conditions, from several strain. gages applied to the manifold at 
identical locations as those used in the manifold vibration com-
ponent test. This data would then be corr~lated with component 
test data and used to assess the structural integrity of the mani-
fo ld hardware. 
5.1 TEST SETUP 
The instrumented engine test was conducted in ,. sea level test cell. 
The tDSt vehicle was a CF6-50 engine designated 455-507, Bujld 20. li'igure 50 
depicts a typical CF6-50 engine installed in a test cell and a description 
of the specific component configuration of engine 455-507/20 is provided 
below: 
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• 
Front Frame 
Compressor Stators 
Compressor Rotor 
Compressor Rear Frame 
Combustor 
Fuel Noz:.:.le 
Stage 1 High Pressure 
Turbine Nozzle Assembly 
(including mini-nozzle) 
Stage 2 High Pressure 
Turbine Nozzle Assembly 
High Pressure Turbine 
Rotor 
Turbine Midframe 
Low Pressure Turbine 
Module 
Ex:haust Nozzle 
A $tandard CF6-50 front frame with 
rake pad cap&bility to record compres-
sor inlet characteristic, if needed. 
St~ndard CF6-50C comp~essor stator. 
Standard CF6-50C rotor. 
A CF6-50C frame modified to receive 
clear.anceometer probes. 
A CF6-50C combustor. 
CF6-50C fuel nozzles. 
Improved roundness control (C2/E2 
assembly) 
Improved roundness control CF6-50C 
configuration modified to receive 
clearanceometer probes. 
CF6-50C Configuration 
Improved roundness control CF6-50C 
Frame 
CF6-50C - with the exception of active 
cles.ri:lnce control cooling system (mani-
fold, supply piping, valve and scoop) 
for second part of test. 
CF6-50C Configuration. 
The test program was subdivided into two phases: (1) that conducted with 
a current production-type LPT <cooling system, and (2) that conducted with 
the ACe cooling system. Table V delineates the principal components of ,each 
of these systems (brackets and mount: hardwa,.~e have been excluded). 
Figure 51 shows the current production manifold and supply pipe. The 
ACC manifold s.nd three of its supply pipes are depicted in Figure 52 (both 
pho tos were taken during airflow calibration tests). 
Figures 53 through 55 show the ACC fan air scoop, ACC manifold supply 
pipes, and. ACC maniiold, respectively, in the as-installed condition on the 
test engine/cowling. 
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Table V. LPT Cooling System Hardware: Instrumented Engine Test. 
A. PRODUCTION COOLING SYSTEM 
Description 
Manifold, Clg., LPT 
Top Half 
Manifold, Clg., LPT 
Bottom Half 
Tube, LPT Supply 
B. ACC COOLING SYSTEM 
Description 
~anifo1d, C1g., LPT 
Top Half 
Manifold, C1g., LPT 
Bottom Half 
Tube, Manifold Supply 
(Upstream of Valve) 
Tube, Manifold Supply 
(y - Tube) 
Tube, Manifold Supply 
(Top Half) 
Tube, Manifold Supply 
(Bottom Half) 
Valve, Cooling Air 
(Variable area) 
Air Scoop, Cooling 
Tube 
PiN 
906lMl3G05 
9061Ml4G02 
9069M70GOl 
PiN 
9224M41GOl 
9224M42G02 
9230MlOGOl 
9230Ml2G01 
9230M16GOl 
9230M14G02 
4013275-004 
4013146-853POOLA 
Quantity 
1 
1 
1 
Quantity 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
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5.2 INSTRUMENTATION 
The engine was instrumented with the normal engine health and performance 
instrumentation. The LPT instrumentation used for thi~ test consisted of the 
fo llowi ng:. 
80 LPT ~ase skin thermocouples 
32 LPT case embedded thermocouples 
3 Stage 1 flowpath air thermocouples 
3 Stage 1 flowpath static pressures 
6 Stage 2 flowpath air thermocouples 
6 Stage 2 flowpath static pressures 
12 Stage 2 interstage seal skin thermocouples 
3 Manifold supply pipe static pressures at cowling interface 
(common to both systems) 
1 Manifold supply pipe air thermocouple at cowling interface 
(common to both systems) 
4 Manifold/supply pipe static pressures - production system 
4 Manifold/supply p1pe total pressures - production system 
4 Manifold/supply pipe air thermocouples - production system 
3 Manifold supply pipe static pressures - Ace system 
3 Manifold supply pipe total pressures - Aee system 
3 Mani fold supply pipe air thennDcouples - Ace system 
8 ACe Manifold skin thermcouples 
8 ACe Manifold immersion air thermocouples 
8 ACe Manifold external air thennocouples 
5 Ace Manifold (and mount bracket) strain gages 
4 LPT case accelerometers 
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,. 
3 "nder-cowli ng air thermocouples 
3 Under-cowling static pressures 
Totals 168 Thermocouples 
29 Pressure Sensors 
5 Strain Gages 
4 Accelerometers 
206 Pieces of Instrumentation 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Locations of the LPT case, Stage 2 interstage seal and Stage 1 ,and 2 flow-
path instrumentation are shown in Figure 36. The ACC manifold and supply pipe 
instrumentation locations are given in Figures 57 and 58, while Figures 59 
through 61 depict the production manifold, cowling, and under-cowling sensors. 
5.3 TEST PROCEDURE 
After the engine mechanical checkout, vibration survey and one transient 
from ground idle (GIl), to take-off (T/o) was completed, the LPT baseline 
testing was conducted with the production cooling system. Immediately follow-
ing the baseline testing, the ACC cooling system was installed and tested. 
ThE: production system was then reinstalled and the c('uise and Tlo setpoints 
were repeated for flow rate verification. 
Following completion of an HPT roundness test program (Reference 2), 
which was also conducted on this engine, additional LPT testing was conducted 
with varying flow rates through the production system. The various LPT tests 
are discussed in the following paragraphs and Figure 62 provides a schematic 
representation of all test points. 
Production System Baseline Test Sequence 
• Power calibration 
• I\ccell decel - ground id le to takeof f 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise for sfc definition 
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Legend 
PT 
PS 
TA 
Total Pressure Probe 
Static Pressure Probe 
Air Thermocouple 
Figure 58, Instrumentation Drawing: ACC Manifold Supply Pipes. 
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Figure 60. Instrumentation Schematic: Cowling Supply Pipe. 
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~,System Test _Sequence 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise and sfc definition for varying 
levels of cooling flow 
• Power calibration - low level of cooling flow 
• Power calibration - high level of cooling flow 
• Shutdown transient 
• Case temperature versus cooling flow definition at simulated minimum 
cruise, simulated average cruise and takeoff conditions. 
• Accel/decel - ground idle to takeoff 
• 
• 
• 
Transient testing at simulated min and max cruise and Tlo settings 
with a fixed ACC valve setting 
Production System Flow Repeat Test 
Stabilit~ation at simulated cruise 
StabiUzation at Lakeoff 
Production System Variable Flow Test 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise with no flow - blankoff plate 
installed 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise with reduced flow - orifice 
installed 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise with full flow 
• Stabilization at simulated cruise with increased flow - ACC fan 
SC()OP installed 
• Power calibration with Ace fan scoop installed 
Note: The scoop was installed to increase the pr'lssure at the manifold 
inlet and therefore increase the flow through the manifold. 
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5.4 TEST RESULTS 
5.4.1 Introd~ction 
Prior to discussing the test results and subsequent analysis within tbe 
framework of the test objectives presented previously, it is worthwhile to 
pres~nt a brief summary of the test results at the simulated cruise setpoints. 
This is important as it explains the impetus for conducting various posttest 
diagnostic activities which were not originally planned. 
Figures 63 and 64 present delta sfc and LPT case temperatures, respec-
tively, as a function of cooling flow for both cooiing systems at the sea 
level static simulated cruise conditions. Figure 63 shows that at maximum 
flow conditions, the ACC system demonstrated some performance improvement rela-
tive to the current production system without the fan air scoop (which is the 
present production configuration). The temperature versus flow data, shown in 
Figure 64, verifies the measured performance trends shown in Figure 63. How-
ever; the level of improvement with the ACC system was less than predicted. 
Additionally, the flow rate of the current production system was less than 
antici.pated. For these reasons, various posttest diagnostic investigations 
f"(r.ti! 4:f.'nducted to verify the measured flow rates of both systems and to help 
e.'x),lain the test results. The results of these diagnostic efforts are pre-
sent~d in the following section. 
5.4.2 Posttest Diagnostics 
5.4.2.1 Manifold CoolinR Hole Sizes 
The sizes of the cooling holes in each flow segment of both the produc-
tion and ACe manifolds ~@re checked with pin gages. These checks verified 
that the cooling holes for both manifolds were according to drawin& specifica-
t ions. 
5.4.2.2 Flow Calibration Repeat Tests 
Following completion of the instrumented eng1ne tests both the producti.on 
and ACC manifolds and their respective supply pipes were sent to the Component 
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Mechanical Laboratory for verification of flow calibration curves generated 
previously. The test setups were as shown previously in Figures 51 and 52. 
FigUl:'es 65 and 66 compar;e the original and repeat: flow caUbrations of 
the production and ACC manifolds respectively. The repeat calibration dat!) 
for the production system showed excellent agreement with the ori,ginal cal i-
brat ion . Although the repeat calibration data. for the ACC system was slightly 
lower than the original data, the agreement was still very gOQd. 'fhe results 
of these tests l;erified the calculated flow rates from the instrumented englne 
tes t. It should also be noted that several engine test flow rates were calcu-
lated with static pressure cal ibration curves as well as total pressure cal i-
bration curves and excellent agreement was obtained. 
5.4.2.3 Radial and Axial Dimensional Checks 
Following completion of the instrumented engine test, radial and axial 
dimensional checks were perfomed On both manifolds. The radial distance 
between the bottom of the manifold tubes and the top of the case skin was 
recorded at 10 circumferent ial locations for each manifold tube. The axial 
distance from the aft side of the LPT case forward flange to the centerline 
of each of the mani fold tubes was also recorded. Tables VI and VII show the 
results of the dimensional checks. These dimension&l relationships are 
important for the following reasons: the ratio of the radial distance between 
the tube and the case surface to the size of the cooling hole has a direct 
effect on the distribution of impingement heat transfer coeFficients along 
the case surface; the axial relationship between manifold tubes (impinge-
ment streams) and the casing hooks in conjunction with the location of the 
primary source of heat input to the case hooks (such as nozzle hooks) have 
11 di.rI~ct effect on cooling efFectivelHHH1. Tht~ moasured dimPHlli,ons t:f~Corded III 
theSe tables were incorpol."ated in the heat transfer model of the LFT Gase dur-
ing the test data matching process. It is worth noting that the dimensional 
inspections conducted on the ACC manifold indicated that the radial distance 
at each tube 1iBS greatel." (fal."ther away fl."om the case skin) than the drawing 
specification and that the axial distance to each tube was le.ss (farther for-
ward) than the corresponding drawing specification. The increased radial dis-
tance (spacing) decreased the cooling effectiveness of the impingement jets 
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Table VI. Average Radial Distance: Manifold Tube to Case Skin (rom/in.). 
Tube No. 1 Tube No.2 Tube No.3 Tube No.4 Tube No.5 Tube No. 6 Tube So. 7 
Production Manifold 6.48/0.255 7.49/0.295 7.16/0.282 6.53/0.257 6.43/0.253 7.09/0.279 7.24/0.'185 1 Measured Dimension 
Production Manifold 6 .• 10/0.240 6.10/0.240 6.10/0.240 6.10/0.240 6.10/0.240 6.10/0.240 6.10/0. =£.O Drawing Dimension 
ACCManifold 6.53/0.257 7.72/0.304 7.32/0.288 7.04/0.277 7.04/0.277 NfA N/A Measured Dimen3ion 
ACC Manifold 4.57/0.180 4.57/0.180 4.57./0.180 4.57/0.180 4.57/0.180 NtA N/A Drawing Dimension 
Table VII. Axial Distance: Aft Side of LPT .Forward Flange to Manifold Tube Centerline (mm/in.). 
Tube No.1 Tube No.2 Tube No. 3 Tube No.4 'rube No. 5 Tube No. 6 Tube No. 7 
Production Manifold 57.10/2.248 121.26/4.774 190.04/7 .482 248.54/9.785 30e:. Jolll. 823 365.46/14.408 420.10/16.539 Measured Dimension 
Production Manifold 58:55/2.305 124.69/4.909 191. 59/7.543 249.73/9.832 303.43/11.946 367.92/14.485 421.94/16.611 Drawing pim~nsi~n 
ACe Manifold 60.58/2.385 12l.89/4.799 192.38/7 .574 247.57/9.947 302.95/11.927 NIA N/A Measured Dimension 
ACe Manifold 61.47/2.42 124.46/4.900 194.13/7.643 249.43/9.82 305.05/12.010 lilA NIA Drawing Dimension 
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from each tube. The axial shift increa,sed the cooling effectiveness at those 
• 
locations where the primary source of heat input was fo"tward of the impinge-
ment jets and decreased the cooling effectiveness at those loce.tions whet:"e the 
Drimary source of heat input was aft of the impingement jets. The overall 
effect on cooling effectiveness due to the axial shift was not as significant 
as that due to the redial shift. 
5.4.3 Measured Performnnces; Sea Level Static test 
An engine core speed of 9400 rpm was chosen as the engine ope't'ating con-
dition tl:) simulate cruise operation during the sea level testing as it is. typi-
cal of cruise operating speeds. As illustrated schematically in Figure 62, 
consecutive performancfl demonstration tests were conducted at approximately 
9400 't'pm core speed (3150 corrected fan speed) as the final portion of the 
pt:'oduction manifold baseUne test and the intial pot:'tion of the ACC manifold 
test. The testing was conducted in this back-to-back fashion so that no 
engine deterioration would occur between the prQductionand ACC pedormance 
demonstrattons. A series of steady-state data readings were recorded during 
the production manifold test and mUltiple steady-state t'eadingswere t'ecorded 
fol." eJlch of sevetal ait: supply valve positions (all at the sante engine cot'-
':ected thrust l'evel) during the ACC tests. 
Measut'ed s £c and thrus t was obtained dut'ing all t'ead ings. Thes~ data were 
qot't'ected to standatd day conditions: T2'" 15° C (59- F), P2 ::I 101.35 kPa 
(14.7 psi), and zero humidity. Choosing the stabilized data on an sfc versus 
tht'ust plot, the delta sEc (t'elative to the ze't'o cooling flow level) was 
plotted versus the amount of cooling air, at a conSt;3nt: cot'rected tht'ust of 
145,460 N (32,700 pounds). This cut've w~s pt'esented previously in Figut'e 63 
which also included data ft'om the variable flQ',", test on the pt'oduction system. 
The t'eduction in sfc of the ACC cooling system relative to the Clfrl,"ellt 
production system (with standatd flush inlet) was appt'oximately 0.09% at the 
aforementioned thrust. 
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5.4.4 LPT Stator Test Data and An&lytical Determination of Ace System 
Performance Improvement 
5.4.4.1 LPT Stator Test Data 
A multitude of LPT stator data was obtained for a wide variety of steady-
state and transient engine operating conditions. This included the acquisi-
tion of significant quantities of data from embedded and skin thermocouples 
which were not available prior to this program and which significantly in-
creased the understanding of the thermal response of the LPT case. Figures 
67 through 70 nn' plots of LPT case m<"tnt t(>1Tlpl~ratllrt's ()btnined during 
Lr:lIlsi~nt pngirH'. conditions (acceh/decels) conduct~d as part of th~ produc-
tion manifold test. Figures 71 and 72 present LPT case metal temperatures 
as a function of steady-state engine conditions that were obtained during 
the production manifold test. These data, in addition to the cooling mani-
fold flow rates, are typical of that which were required to refine the heat 
trans fer model of the LPT casing. 
5.4.4.2 Instrumented Engine Test Data Match: LPT 
Case H~~t Transfer Model 
A detailed heat transfer computer model of the LPT case was constructed 
and used in conjunction with General Electric's THTD computer program., The 
TRTD program computes transient and steady-state temperature solutions for 
complex problems which can include various types of heat transfer phenomena. 
A portion of the THTD model corresponding to the area of the LPT case 
encircled on Figure 73 is depicted in Figure 74. 
The methodology employed to refine the THTO model so that predicted tem-
peratures would match measured temperatures from the engine test was as 
follows: 
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1. Various steady-state and transient operating conditions were 
selected for the data match. Measured LPT case temperatures 
corresponding to these test conditions were then plotted as a func-
tion of axial distance along the LPT case for steady-state results, 
and as a function of time for transient results. 
2. Gene!ral Electric's Turbine Design and Off-Design (TooO) Computer 
Prof4\ram was used to generate LPT interstage data (temperatures, 
p't"essl!rres and velocities) corresponding to the engine conditions 
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sehcted for the. data match. This interstage data was used to 
generate input boundary conditions t.O the LPT case THTD computer 
program. 
The external case heat transfer coefficients due to the impinge-
ment cooling air were established using an empirical relationship 
derived during a company-funded test program. This empirical 
relationship defines imping~Jent heat transfer coefficients as a 
functions of Reynolds number (which includes impingement velocity 
effects), air temptHaturc e Efects, coo ting ho Ie size and circum-
ferential spacing, and radial distance from cQoling hole to 
impingement surface. The results of the dimensional checks' con-
ducted on both manifolds were incorpo,;ated into the calcutation of 
the external heat trans fer coefficients. These coefficients were 
then incorporated into the THTD model for both systems. 
4. The external heat transfer coeffIcients calculated for the produc-
tion manifold were applied, then the internal case heat transfer 
coefficients (in the areas surrounding the various case hooks 
and inside the cavities above the shrouds and nozzles) were adjusted 
until the predicted temperatures ma.tched the measured temperatures 
obtained during the production manifold testing. This matching was 
accomplished for both steady-state and transient results. 
Figures 75 and 76 il\ustrate the steady-state temperature data 
matches by comparing measured and predicted LPT case skin tempera-
tures, as a function of axial distance along the case, for the sea 
level static (SLS) simulated cruise and takeoff t~Ol\ditions. FigU1:es 
77 through 79 depict the transient temperature data match by cOlllpar-
ing measured and predicted skin temperatures above the first three 
case shroud./nozzle support hooks for an accel from SLS ground idle 
to takeoff. As illustrated in Figures 75 through 79, an excellent 
data match was obtained. 
5. Next, the TH'rD model was revised to predic t the measured case tempera-
tures from the ACC manifold testing. The internal heat transf.er coef-
ficients obtained. from the production manifold data match were held 
constant. The external heat transfer coefficients, corresponding to 
the ACC flow rates for each tube, were then applied to the model and 
predicted temperatures were calculated. Figure 80 compares predicted 
and measurecl temperatures at t;he SLS simulated cruise conditions. 
As shown io this figure, the data match was not good in the areas 
above the forward case hooks. Even after the model was ",cijusted to 
account for the measured radial and axial positions of the tubes 
(as opposed to positions per drawing requirements) and differences 
in radiation effects due to the increased size of the forwardmost 
tube~ the data match was not Satisfactory. 
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To obtain a good data match the model was adjusted by arbitrarily 
changing the external heat transfer coefficients in order to force 
agreement with measured and predicted temperatures. Figure 81 shows 
the forced match at Sl,S simulated cruise. Subsequent sections of 
this report will discuss predicted temperatures, clearances, and 
performance deltas at altitude c~nditions. Any altitude predictions 
obtained using the ACC data matched model will be referred to as the 
"forcedu c~se. 
Any altitude predictions obtained with the ACC model which was not 
force,d to match the data will be referred to as the "ideal" case. 
Although the differences between the forced and ideal case cannot 
presently be explained, it is felt that the ideal case is achievable 
since the same techniques for predicting the external heat transfer 
coeffic iel)ts for the production manifold should also apply for the 
ACC manifold. 
A significant outgrowth of this data matching process was that the 
internal heat transfer coefficients, at high power SLS settings and 
other engine power settings resulting in high cycle pressures, were 
significantly different than those assumed at the inception of this 
program. 
5.4.4.3 Postdata-match Temperature Predictions 
After successfully completing the instrumented engine test data match, 
the THTD model was used with confidence to accurately predict LPT case tem-
peratures at various engine operating conditions of interest. One of the 
operating conditions selected was a 35,000 feet, 0.8 Mach number, cruise 
case which was chosen for definition of the delta engine performance, of the 
ACC system relative to the production system. 
Measured relationships between known engine cycle parameters (fan dis-
charge pressure) and manifold flow governing parameters (supply pipe pressure) 
were used in conjunction with the manifold flow function curves to calculate 
the flows at al titude cruise. 
Figures 82 through 84 depict predicted LPT case surface temperatures at 
cruise as a function of distance along the case for the production system and 
both the forced and ideal ACC sys tems. It should be noted that the ACC 
system predictions reflected radial distances between the tubes and case 
consistent with drawing requirements instead of those measured. This is 
justified since the desired radial spacings should be achievable with improved 
quali ty control during the manu facturing cycle. 
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5.4.4.4 Analytical Definition of the Delta Clearances 
A CLASsiMASS computer model of the LPT case, shown in Figure 85, was used 
to d~termine the deflections of LPT case shroud/nozzle support hooks for both 
the production and ACC systems. The CLASS/MASS program can be used for stress 
and deflection analysis of rotationally symmetric shell structures such as the 
I.PT case. 
Case temperatures, as predicted by the THTD m<;>del, and internal pressures 
and hook lO,<Jds imparted to the c.tlse due to nozzle aerodynamic loads ~obtained 
from tht! TooD program) were used as input to the CLASS/MASS program. 
The change in case deflections of the ACC system relative to the curr~nt 
production system are presented in Tables VIII and IX for the SLS simulated 
cruise and altitude cruise conditions respectively. Table VIrr also provides 
the delta case deflections of the ;~roduction system with the ACC fan air scoop 
installed relative to the production system with the standard flush inlet at 
the SLS simulated cruise condition. This comparison was included since the 
corresponding delta performance is used in the following section to help illus-
trate the match between measured and predicted performance deltas at the SLS 
simulated cruise condition. 
For the purposes of calcutating delta performance, presented in the fol-
lowing section, delta case deflections are ~dsumed to be equivalent to delta 
clearances since the rotor position is the Saliln for both the production and 
ACC systems. However, this assumption is only valid if the clearances exist-
ing with the production system are equal too or greater than the delta deflec-
tions due to the ACC system. This concept will 'be discus.sed further in 
Chapter 5.4.7 of this report. 
5.4.5 Predicted Altitude Cruise Delta Pertormance 
The cruise performance of the ACC system relative to the production sys-
tem was ass~ssed at a flight Mach Number of 0.8 at an altitude of 10.67 km 
(35,000 feet). The delta performance was obtained by using CF6-50C2 cycle 
partial derivatives in conjunction with previously published clearance deriv-
atives (Refel:'ence 3) and the predicted LPT clearances presented previollsly in 
Table IX. 
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Table VUI. Pt"edicted SLS Delta Clearances and Performances Relative 
to the Production System with Standard Flush Inlet. 
b. Cle~lrnllce of A Clenrnnce of 
ACC Forced Producti.clft System With 
Location( 1) 
System Scoop Installed 
(11111/ in • ) (rma! in.) 
Stnge 1 Rotor -0.432/-0.017 -0.305/-0.012 
Stage 2 Seal -0.305/-0.012 -0.330/-0.013 
Stage 2 Rotor -0.229/-0.0'09 -0.330/-0.013 
Stage. 3 Seal -0.152/-0.006 -0.279/-0.011 
Stage 3 Rotor +0.178/+0.007 -0.152/-0.006 
Stllge It Senl +0.356/+0.014 -0.203/-0.008 
Stnge 4 Rotor +0.178/+0.007 -0.076/-0.003 
Sys tentF10wra te( 2) 0.276 0.607 0.159/0.350 
(Kg/sec/lb/sec) 
Nut As fc (3) 
-0.079 -0.149 
Ct) 
Notes: 1. Refer Co Figure 86 for location of Clt'llt'llllCe in LPT mod\11e 
2. Production system (with stundatd flush :tnlet) flo\~ rate is 
0.114 kg/sec (0.250 Ib/sec) 
3. Includes effects of changes in clearances, effects of addi-
tional air used and the effec t of the scoop. 
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Table IX. Predicted Altitude Cruise Delta Clearances and Performances 
Relative to the Production System with Standard Flush Inlet. 
A Clearance of A Clearance of 
ACC Forced ACe ldeal 
Location(l) 
System System 
(uwn/in. ) (nm/in. ) 
Stage 1 Rotor -0.457/-0.018 -0.787/-0.031 
Stage 2 Seal -0.356/-0.014 -0.711/-0 .• 028 
Stage 2 Rotor -0.254/-0.010 -0.533/-0.021 
Stage 3 Seal -0.178/-0.007 -o.330/-Q.013 
Stage 3 Rotor +0.152/+0.006 +0,.076/+0.003 
Stage 4 Seal +0.457/+0.018 +0.457/+0.018 
St.age 4 Rotor +0.203/+0.008 +0.203/+0. 008 
System Flowrate(2) 0.175/0.385 0.175/0.385 
(Kg/ sec/lb/ sec) 
Net t.sfc(3) -0.019 -0.146 
(% ) 
Notes: 1. Refer to Figure 86 for location of clearance in LPT module 
2. Production system (with sta:1.dard flush inlet) flow rate. is 
0.074 kg/sec (0.164 Ib/sec) 
3. Includes effects of changes in clearances, effects of addi-
tional air used and the effect of the scoop. 
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To confirlll the llccurllcy of the various pet:'fQnnanr.:e derivatives, pet:'for-
mance stack-ups were mude whi<:h included all effects on the engine cycle of 
the production system l!Iith standard flush inlet, the production system with 
the ACC system fan air scoop installed and the ACC system relative to the no"" 
cooling:-flow condition at the .I::ested SLS simulated cruise engine ope"t'sttng 
condition. As shown in Figure 87 J an excellent match was obtained between 
measured and predicted performance deltas. Table VIII presented the predicted 
SLS simulated ct'uise sfc reductions of the ACC system and the production sys-
tem with scoop installed relative to the production system ~ith the standard 
flush inlet:. 
The altitude c(uise performance comparison of the Ace and prcduction sys-
tems (as well as the SLS comparison) utilized cyc 1e deck derivatives for the 
effec.ts of the increased cooling flow, the fan air scoop pressure loss and the 
increased LPT efficiency on sfc. The air scoop pressure loss was calculated 
fl'om its estimated drag coefficient. The efficiency""vet:'sus-clearallce deriva-
tives used in each stage were the same as those used in the SLS ~et"fonl\ance 
stackup. Table IX presented the delta sfc Qbtained by using predicted ACC 
system case tempet"atll1:es (and subsequent clearances) resulting ft'om s THTI) 
model which was forced to match the SLS test data. Table IX also prp.sented 
the delta sfc obtained by using predicted case temperatures (cleuances) from 
the ideal (believed achievab 1e) 'rHTD modeL 
The pt:edicted sfc reduction of 0.019 percent for the ACC fOt'ced system, 
as shown in Table IX, means that there is essentially no benefit from using 
the ACe system at altitude ct'uise if the forced (demonstt"ated) model tempera-
tures at'e t:ealized. Even though the magnitude of the cleat'ance changes at'e 
approximately the same as thosefo( the SLS simulated cruise conditions, the 
lack of any beneHt is pl'imat'ily due to the fact that; the fan bleed-air penalty 
is muc.h greater and the LPT efficiency-vet'sus-sfc de"t'ivative is wea'ker at alti-
tude as compa(ed to the SLS condition. 
Table IX also shows that if the temperature and clest'ance reductions of 
the ideal sys tern can be achieved I an impt'ovement 0 f 0.146 percent As fc can be 
realized. It is impot:tant to note that the ideal case does not imply an opti-
mized cooling system. 
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Finally, it must be stated that all of the delta performances shown refle~t 
only the effects du(~ to increases in cooling flow at cruise and that they do not 
account for the possible cruise performance gain due to the reduced flow during 
takeoff and climbout, and descent conditions. This will be discussed further in 
Section 5.4.7 of this report. 
5.4.6 ~ication of Technol~gy Developed from Instrumented~~ 
Test l!.~sults to ,Improved Manifo~d Desi&,ns 
As part of this program, two improved manifold designs were!. formulated 
which include seven (rather than 5) circumferential tubes and reflect consider-
ation of design parameters such as cooling hole size and circ.umferential and 
radial spacing of the tubes with respect to the case surface. The first design, 
referred to as the improved impingement system (Option A in the economic anal-
ysis presented in Section 6.0), retained the restriction of the current piping 
upstream of the kiss seal. The second design, referred to as the optimized 
design system (Option B in the economic analysis pt"esented in Section 6 .0), 
resulted from an optimization study of net flsfc versu~ cooling airflow which 
was conducted for each of the manifold tubes/case hooks. No restric.tions were 
placed all the size and routing of the supply piping for the optimized mani fold 
design. The predicted performance gains, relative to the current production 
sys tem, for the impt:'oved impingement sys tem alid the optimized manifo Id design 
are 0.242 pet:'cent flsfc and 0.439 percent flsfc t:'espectively. Figure 88 depicts 
the predicted perfot:'mance gain of the improved impingement system and the opti-
mized manifold design as well as that of the ACe and production systems, rela-
tive to the no-coaling-flow conditions. As with previous predictions, these 
performance gains reflect only the effects of increased cooling flow at cruise 
and do not account for the possible cruise performance gain due to the reduced 
flow during takeoff, climbout, and descent conditions. This is discussed fur-
ther in the next section of this report. Also, the performance predictions for 
both of the impt:'oved manifold designs include the assumption that a fan .air 
scoop is used. 
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5.4.7 Possibte Cruise Pe~~~rmance_Gain l>t!!L~_Redl;l_ced Fto,! Durt,q.s. . 
Takeoff~.mbout and Descent Conditions 
All of the performance predictions presented previously have only included 
the effects of i.ncrea$ed cooling at cruise conditions and they assume that the 
exist ing clearances for each stage of the production system are equal to or 
greater than. the implied clearance reductions of the performance gains pre-
dicted. The possible benefit due to reduced flow during takeoff was not demon-
strated during the engine test as an additional LP'r build would have been 
required which was out of the scope of this program. Also, the effect of 
reduced takeoff flow was not assessed analytically since an analytical morlel 
of the entire engine (also ouside program scope) is requit;ed due to the sensi-
tivity of LP':[ radial clearances to LPT rotor/stator relative axial position. 
However, it is st il t felt that the concept of reduced clearances due to reduced 
takeoff flow is possible and that a stage-by-stage reduction of 0.25 mm (0.010 
inch) is achievable. this level of clearance reduction corresponds to an alti-
tude cruise performance gai.tl of 0.13 percent lIsfc. If this benefit is added to 
the increased cruise cooling flow benefits for the ACe forced system, ACC ideat 
system, the improved impingement system and the optimized manifold design, 
respective performance gains nf 0.149 percent lIsfc, 0.276 percent lisEe, 0 • .372 
percent lIsfc and 0.569 percent lIsfc are predicted. 
The engine t.est data acquired from the ACC manifold strain gages, as well 
as the correlation of this data to the vibration component test data, were 
presented previously in Section 4.2.4.4 for the purpose of continuity. 
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6.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
--
The Low Pressure Turbine Active Clearance Control concept was previously 
evaluated for an estimated cruise sfc improvement of 0.3 percent under the feasi-
bi! ity study of this program (Reference 1). Based on the results of this 
investigation, the improvement: for the concept ha~ been revised and is being 
presented in the form of two options. The first option, referred to as Option 
A in the subsequent eco~omic analysis, tepresents an estimated improvement of 
0.25 percent in cruise sfc due to an optimized manifold system with certain 
restrictions imposed on the manifold supply piping (Le., no change in the 
piping upstream of the kiss seal). The second option, referred to as Option B 
in the following economic analysis, represents an estimated improvement of 0.45 
percent in cruise sfc due to an optimized mar)ifold system with no restrictions 
imposed on the size or routing of the manifold supply piping. Application of 
these options will result in the following block fuel savings. 
Block Fuel Savi(','gs 
(Minimum Fuel Analysis) 
Range ~ Fuel, Kg tJ. Fuel, Percent 
Aircraft km (St m1) Opt10n A Option B Option A Option B 
DC-lO-30 2735 (1700) - 64 -115 -0.25 -0.45 
B747-200 3460 (2150) -103 -18.5 -0.25 -0.45 
The estimated annual fuel savings per aircraft for the above block fuel 
savings are as follows: 
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Estimated Anm,al Fuel Savings per Aircraft 
(Minimum Fuel Analysis) 
A Fuel A Fuel 
Range 
__ ~~ t..e..~sj_A..CL!e..I!~_ _G.!l1..!2..n..s}_ ,,-cf Y e..l!.~ ___ 
Aircraft bt ·i~i) .Qe.tion A Qe.tion B Option A .Ql>.. do n...! 
-----
----
DC-1O-30 2735 (1700) IS,500 141,000 20,740 37,252 
8747-200 3460 (2150) 97,500 175,000 25,760 46,253 
The medium fuel prices assumed for the study are dependent on the aircraft 
mission. Prices used were 14.5t/l!."er (55tgal) for the D~-10-30 (Interna-
tional) and U.S9 U liter (45t/ gal) for the B747-200 (US Domestic). The 
economic assessments based on these prices are summarized in the following 
table: 
Economic Assessment of LPT ACC Concept 
(Medium Range, Medium Fuel Price, Minimum Fuel Analysis) 
Payback. Years ROI. Percent 
Aircraft Option A Option B Option A Option B 
DC-IO-30 2.7 1.5 37 67 
B747-200 3.7 2.1 25 48 
Because of the increase in the cost of fuel of over 100 percent since the 
feasibiL tty analysis was conduc ted in 1978 (Reference 1), the payback and the 
return on inv'estment of this concept are even mc:.re favorable now. 
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7.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND R£COHKENDATIONS 
A LPT ACC cooling system has been designed, manufactured, and component 
and engine tested. 
The airflow component test demonstrated that the ACC system is capable of 
a si~~nificant increase in flow, relative to the current production system, and 
th.!1t the flow split among the various impingement tubes was very close to the 
Jesign intent. 
Based on the results of the vibration component test and the subsequent 
correlation with strain gage data from the instrumented engine test, the ACe 
manifold is judged to be structurally sound with no fatigue problems antici-
pated for a production application. 
The LPT stator temperature and flow data obtained from the instrumented 
engine test enabled the heat transfer (THTD) model o~ the LPT case to be 
refined so that predicted temperatures matched those measured during the 
instrumented engine test. The development of this data matched model, made 
possible by this program, i~ significant because LPT stator case temperatures 
can now be accurately predicted at any operating condition. It should also be 
pointed out that the heat transfer coefficients) in various internal ar:eas of 
the LPT c!lse, which were developed during the data matching process, are sig-
nificantly different than those assumed to be correct prior. to the inception 
of this program. These coefficients have a significant effect on predicted 
LPT case temperatures. 
An axisymmetric shell, stress and deflection (CLASS/MASS) model of the 
the case was used to determine the delta clearances of the ACC system 
relative to the production system nt variouH conditions including th(;\ 
SLS simulated cruise test condition and altitude cruise. The LPT cas~ 
temperatutes which were input to the model were those predicted by the 
THTD model which was discussed previously. In addition to the value to 
this program with respect to calculation of delta clearances, the CLASS/MASS 
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model can also be used to determine stresses and deflections of the LPT case 
with thle current production manifold system, thereby providing a better struc-
tural c~\pability assessment of the LPT case than was possible prior to this 
program. 
The instrume.nted engine test data also established As fc ver.sus cooling 
flow trends (for bC.lth cooling systems) and demonstrated the concept of sfc 
reductio.u due to increased cooling flow. The calculated delta performanc~s, 
of both systems relative to the zero flow condition and of the ACC system 
relative to the production system agreed closely with the delta performances 
demonstrated during the instrumented engine test. This is significant since 
this correlation verifies the various performance derivatives used in the 
analytical dEfinition of the performance of both systems. 
The predicted performance gains of the ACC sys~em (relative to the cur-
rent production system) at altitude cruise, based on the effects of increased 
cooling flow at cruise~ as derived from the forced (matched-to-test data) and 
ideal TUTD models are 0.019 percent ~sfc and 0.146 percent ~sfc, respectively. 
The ACC cooling system did not develop sufficient case temperature reductions 
(and corresponding clearance reductions) which were required to meet the pro-
gram goal of 0.2 percent ~sfc due to increased cooling flow at cruise condi-
tions (the overall program goal also included a 0.1 percent reduction in sfc 
due to reduced cooling flow during takeoff, climbout and descent conditions 
which was not demonstrated during the test program but was discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4.7). However, based on the various delta temperature (and subsequent 
~sfc) versus cooling flow trends demonstrated during this program, it is felt 
that the required level of temperature reductions are achievable. 
As part of this program, two improved manifold designs were formulated. 
The first design, which retained the restriction of no change in the manifold 
supply piping upstream of the kiss seal, resulted in a predicted performance 
gain of 0.242 percent ~sfc. The second design, which imposed no restriction 
on the size or routing of the maniEo Id supply piping, yielded a predic ted per-
formance improvement of 0.439 percent ~sfc. (Notes: These performance gains 
include only the effects of increased cooling flow at cruise and they are 
relative to the current production system with the standard flush inlet. 
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Also, the performance pred ictions for both of the improved manifo ld designs 
included the assumption that a fan air scoop was used). 
Finally, if: the possible performance gain du~ to the reduced flow during 
takeoff, c1imbout, and descent cond itions (discussed in Section 5.4.7) is 
added to the performance gains due to increased flow at cruise, the following 
performance gains are predicted: 
Cooling System 
Identificatioll 
Predicted Performance Gain 
Relative to Current Production System 
_____ (£ercent 6 sEc) 
Ace Forced 
ACC Ideal 
0.149 
0.276 
0.372 
0.569 
Improved Impingement 
Optimized Design 
7 . 2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following items are recommended based on the data obtained and ana1.y-
sis conducted as part of this program: 
1. 
2. 
:3. 
The ACe manifold developed during this program should not be con-
sidered for produc tion application unless further manifo 1d optimi-
zation is applied. 
An optimized manifold, which would cool all of the LPT case hooks 
and is capable of producing a 0.2 percent to 0.3 percent reduction 
in sfc, should be considered for a production application which 
imposes the restric tion of no change in the manifold supply piping 
upstream of the kiss seal. A fan air scoop should be included in 
this LPT cooling system. A midrange performance gain of 0.25 per-
cent As fc has been used in the economic analysis of this option pre-
sented in Sect ion 6.0 of this report. 
An optimized manifold and associated piping system, which would cool 
all of the LPT case hooks and is capable of producing a 0.4 percent 
to 0.5 percent reduction in sfc, should be considered for a produc-
tion application which imposeD no restriction on the size or routing 
o~ the manifold supply piping. A fan air scoop should be included 
.~:n this LPT cooling system. A midrange performance gain of 0.45 per-
cent Asfc has been used in the economic analysis of this option pre-
sented in Section 6.0 of this report. 
/' 
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lIeat transfer and structural analytical models (TIITD and CLASS/ 
"!ASS) should be constrllcted for the entire engine structure (both 
rotor and stator) from the forward thrust bearing through the LP'r 
module. This must be done to accurately assess the LPT shroud and 
interstage seal wear patterns and the relative LPT rotor/stator 
axial positions at cruise conditions, which in turn would define 
cruise radial clearances. Finally~ the models could be used to 
assess the benefit of reduced radial clearances at cruise due to 
reduced flow during the takeoff and climbout transient. 
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APl'ENDIX A - QUALll'Y ASSORANCE 
INTRODUC1'ION 
'file quality program applied to this contract is a documented system 
throughout the design, m~anufacture, repair, \..~~t:'haul, and modification cycle 
for gas turbine aircraft engines. TIle quality system hus been constt:'ucted to 
comply with milit:lr), spec:i.fications HIL-Q-9858A. l-trL-I-45208, llnd MIL-S'rD-45662 
and Federal Aviation Reguhtions FAR-l45 and applicable portion of FAR-21. 
The quality system and its imphmentllti.cm nre defined by a complete set 
of pt:'ocedllres which has been coordinated with the DOD and FM and has their 
concurrence. In addition, the quality system as desc1."ibed in the quality pro-
gram meets the contrac tual requirements required by NASA Lewis Research Center. 
'rhe following is a brief synopsis of the system. 
QUALITY S'iSTEt-1 
, > 
'1111." quality system is docllcnentcd by op('t'llting ptoceduroswhich coot'dinllte 
the quality-related acti.vities in the fllnctiounl lIreas of ~nsineering, ~Ianu­
fnctllring, Hntedals, PlIl:chllsing, lind Engine Ptogrllll\s. TIle quality system is 
~l single-standard system wherein aU product lines at:'e controlled by the 
COOll1l0n quality systeOl. 'l11e actions und nctivities ussociated with detet'lI\in~­
tlon of qllality llt'C recol"cted and doclimentntion is available for reviaw. 
Inherent in the system is the assm:ance of conformance to the quality 
requirements. 'l11is includes the perforlluHlce of required inspections lind 
tests. In lldd ition, the sys tam provides change control. requiremel\ts which 
a ss lire tha t design changes Ul'e inc or porn ted in to mllt\ufliC tur ing, procut'(~men t: 
nnd quality documentation, and into the products. t-tnterial used for parts 
is verified for conformance, to nppUcnhle engineering spocificollt::ions, utili-
zing appropriate physiclll lHld chendclll testing procedures. 
MellSll1."ing devices lIsed for product llccoptallce and instt'UUlelltntion used 
to control, record, monito1.". or indicate results of rendings during insppc-
tiCln and test llte initially insp~cCed llnd calibrated and periodically nre 
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reverified or recalibratcd at a prescdl>ed frequency. Such calibration is 
performed by technicians against standards which are traceable to the National 
IIl1rf':1lI n! :~tilrld:.rds. 'l1le gages are identified by a control number and are on 
a recall schedule for reverification and calibration. nle calibration func-
tion maintains a record of th~i location of each gage and the date it requires 
recalibration. Instructions implement the provisions of MIL-STD-45662 and the 
appropriate FAR requirements. 
Work sent to outside vendors is subject to quality plans which provide 
for control and appraisal to assure conformance to the technical requirements. 
Purchase orders issued to vendors contain a technical description of the work 
to be performed and instructions relative to quality requirements. 
Engine parts are inspected to documented quality plans which define the 
chara¢teristics to be inspected, the gages and tools to be used, the condi-
tions under which the inspection is to be performed~ the sampling plan, lab-
oratory and special process testing, and the identification and record 
requirements. 
Work instructions are issued for compiinnce by operators, inspectors, 
testers, and mechanics. Component part manufacture provides for laboratory 
overview of all special and critical processes, including qualification and 
cerelficaiton of personnel, equipment and processes. 
{vhen work is performed in accordance with work instructions, the oper-
ator/inspector records that the work has been performed. nlis is accomplished 
by the operator/ inspector stamping or signing the operation sequence sheet to 
signify that the operation has been performed. 
Various designs of stamps are used to indicate the inspection of status 
of work in process and finished i.tems. Per formance or acceptance of special 
processes is indic~lted by distinctive stamps assigned specifically to person-
nel pex-forming tlw process or inspection. Administration of the stamp syst(>m 
Rnd the issuance of stamps are functions of the Quality Operation. TIle stamps 
ar~ applied to the paperwork i.dentifying or denoting the items requiring con-
trol. When stamping of hardware occurs, only laboratory-approved ink is lIsed 
to assure against damage. 
~. I 
The type and location of other part marking is specified by the design 
engineer on the drawing to assure effects do not compromise design require-
ments and part quality. 
Control of part handling, storage and delivery is maintained through the 
entire cycle. Engines and assemblies are stored in special dollies and trans;.. 
portation carts. Finished assembled parts are stored so as to preclude damage 
and contamination; openings are covered, lines capped and protective covers 
applied as required. 
Nonconfor~ing hardware is controlled by a system of material revi~w at 
the component source. Both a Quality representative and an Engineering repre-
sentative provide the accept (use-as-is or repair) decisions. Nonconformances 
are documented, including the disposition ~nd corrective action if applicable 
to prevent recurrence. 
The system prGvides for storage, retention for specified periods, and 
retrieval of nonconformance documentation. Documentation for components is 
filed in the area where the component is manufactured/inspected. 
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APPENDIX B - SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
Active Clearance Control 
Centerline 
General Electric's "Classical Linear Axisymmetric Shell 
Str.uctures/Mechanical Analysis of Space Structures" Computer 
Program 
Ground Idle 
High Pressure Turbine 
lnterstage 
Low Pressure Turbine 
Mach Number 
Corrected Fan Speed, rpm 
Physical Core Speed, rpm 
Static Pressure in Test Cell, N/cm2 (lb/in. 2) 
Total Pressure in Manifold Supply Pipe, N/cm2 Ob/in. 2 ) 
Engine Inlet Total Pressure, KPa (lb/ in .2) 
Return on Investment, % 
Shutdown 
General Electric's "Turbine Design Off Design" Computer Program 
General Electric's "Transient Heat Transfer, Version D" 
Computer Program 
Turbine Midframe 
Takeoff 
Turbine Rear Frame 
Total Temperature in Manifold Supply Pipe, K (0 R) 
Engine Inlet Total Temperature, ° C (0 F) 
Manifold Airflow Rate, kg/sec (lb/sec) 
:~ 
, ' ! . 
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